Congress of the United States
Washington, DC 20510

July 30, 2018

Carmen Rottenberg
Acting Deputy Under Secretary for Food Safety
Food Safety and Inspection Service
United States Department of Agriculture
Jamie L. Whitten Building #331E
Washington, D.C. 20250

Dear Acting Deputy Under Secretary Rottenberg,

We write to urge the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) to abandon its new policy for waiving rules limiting line speeds for certain poultry plants and to request a periodic update of records requested in this letter regarding applications received and waivers issued under this policy. Poultry workers suffer work-related injury and illness at rates 60 percent higher than the average worker and suffer work-related illnesses at a rate six times higher than the average worker. As one example, workers in the poultry industry suffer finger amputations at the single highest rate of any U.S. industry. These are among the most vulnerable and exploited workers in the country, and FSIS must prioritize their welfare and safety when crafting line speed rules.

We previously wrote to express our opposition to a September 2017 petition by a special interest group asking FSIS to implement an unlawful “waiver system” to exempt young chicken establishments from line speed limits. Appropriately, FSIS denied the petition. However, according to new FSIS guidance, the agency may allow poultry plants to run their lines faster than current law permits if they meet certain enumerated criteria. It appears the agency is


5 Food Safety and Inspection Service, FSIS’ Criteria for Consideration of Waiver Requests from Young Chicken Slaughter Establishments to Operate at Line Speeds Up to 175 Birds Per Minute, 21 FSIS Constituent Update 19 (Feb. 23, 2018) available at https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/wcm/connect/ee977696-7187-4b87-8717-
attempting to effectively grant the September petition by other means. We have serious concerns that increased line speeds will further jeopardize the safety of these already vulnerable workers, and it appears the agency lacks the authority to grant these waivers.

FSIS regulations restrict the Administrator’s authority to waive line speed limits to a narrow set of circumstances. The agency’s regulations under the Poultry Products Inspection Act permit the FSIS Administrator to:

Waive for limited periods any provision of the regulations in order to permit appropriate and necessary action in the event of a public health emergency or to permit experimentation so that new procedures, equipment, and processing techniques may be tested to facilitate definite improvements: Provided, [t]hat such waivers . . . are not in conflict with the purposes or provisions of the Act.\(^6\)

As FSIS identifies no public health emergency, its regulations authorize waivers here only if they “permit experimentation so that new procedures, equipment, and processing techniques may be tested to facilitate definite improvements.” The waivers FSIS contemplates fail to meet these criteria. Faster line speeds may result from new procedures or equipment, but they are not, standing alone, a “new procedure[], equipment, [or] processing technique[].” FSIS itself acknowledged as much in a 2003 Federal Register notice.\(^7\) Further, merely running lines at faster speeds is not “new”: twenty select plants have been authorized to operate above current limits since 2007.\(^8\)

Additionally, the agency does not instruct applicants to demonstrate that waivers will “facilitate definite improvement” as required by FSIS regulation. According to the agency’s announcement, waiver applicants need only show that they can “maintain process control” while operating their lines at speeds exceeding the current limits.\(^9\) To be valid, a waiver must accomplish more: it may not merely “maintain” the status quo, but must produce something appreciably better (“improved”). Also, FSIS has not limited the waivers to temporary periods as required by the regulation.\(^10\)

Finally, FSIS must consider worker safety as it administers the law.\(^11\) The agency’s new waiver policy implicates worker safety yet fails to consider or even mention the adverse effects of faster

\(^{15a824ce0a81/ConstitUpdate022318.pdf?MOD=AJPERES\&CONVERT_TO=url\&CACHEID=ee977696-7f87-4b87-8717-15a824ce0a81; \(^9\) C.F.R. § 381.69(a) (establishing a line speed limit of 140 birds per minute (bpm)).
\(^6\) C.F.R. § 381.3(b) (emphasis added).
\(^7\) FSIS Procedures for Notification of New Technology, 68 Fed. Reg. 6,873, 6,874 (Feb. 11, 2003) (“Following are . . . examples of new technologies that could adversely affect product safety, inspection procedures, inspection program personnel safety, or agency regulations: A new technology that changed the line speeds for poultry would require a waiver to the regulations for a limited time to test the new technology . . .”).
\(^8\) Modernization of Poultry Slaughter Inspection, 79 Fed. Reg. 49,566, 49,567 (Aug. 21, 2014) (“since 2007, HIMP young chicken establishments have been authorized to operate at line speeds of up to 175 bpm . . .”).
\(^9\) Supra note 5.
\(^10\) See id.
\(^11\) FSIS recently acknowledged that its Poultry Products Inspection Regulations (which include the waiver rules) derive their statutory authorization in part from the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act (7 U.S.C. § 1901 et seq.).
line speeds on the people working those lines every day. Strikingly, within the waiver criteria themselves, FSIS acknowledges the danger accompanying faster line speeds, but only requires facilities seeking a waiver to demonstrate how increased speeds “will not negatively impact FSIS employee safety nor interfere with inspection procedures.”\textsuperscript{12} Poultry plant workers vastly outnumber FSIS inspectors and work in closer proximity to the lines for many more hours than FSIS inspectors. They deserve at least the same degree of concern and regulatory protection. It would be unconscionable to suggest otherwise.

In order to understand how the agency is issuing waivers and whether waivers would impact worker safety, we request the following information:

1. A list of all applications received by FSIS since February of 2018 for any waiver of the requirements established in 9 C.F.R. § 381.69 (maximum line speeds under the new poultry inspection system) by name, petition or application number, and disposition (granted, denied, or pending FSIS review);

2. An explanation about whether and how the agency factored worker safety into its analysis of the decision to grant or deny a waiver; and

3. An explanation of the time limitations placed on any waivers granted.

Please produce the requested documents no later than August 15, 2018. Please update this list of requested documents every 30 days thereafter through February 15, 2019. We understand that FSIS has already received applications for line speed waivers from Ozark Mountain Poultry,\textsuperscript{13} Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation,\textsuperscript{14} Gerber Poultry, Inc.,\textsuperscript{15} and Peco Foods.\textsuperscript{16}

We urge FSIS to abandon its waiver policy, fully consider the impact of its actions upon poultry worker safety, and reaffirm a commitment to the law. While FSIS is appropriately afforded some discretion in the administration of its programs, it must take into account the safety of workers and comply with its own regulations. If you have any questions, please contact

\textsuperscript{12} Supra note 5 (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{13} Ozark Mountain Poultry, Petition to the Food Safety and Inspection Service for line speed waiver, Apr. 11, 2018. On file with Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions.

\textsuperscript{14} Pilgrim’s Pride Corp., Request for line speed waiver from the Food Safety and Inspection Service, Mar. 22, 2018. On file with Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions.


John_DElia@help.senate.gov and Leticia.Mederos@mail.house.gov. We look forward to hearing from you.

Patty Murray
U.S. Senator
Ranking Member
Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions

Sincerely,

Rosa L. DeLauro
U.S. Representative
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations